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Data-intensive computing and HPC are two different computing paradigms (data-centric versus compute-centric), targeting different application domains (mainly business data processing versus computational science). But with the advent of big data, the blending of these areas into data-intensive HPC offers new opportunities to solve bigger problems, as well as new research challenges.

Big data has become a buzzword, referring to massive amounts of possibly complex data that are very hard to deal with traditional data management tools. In particular, the ability to produce high-value information and knowledge from big data makes it critical for many applications such as decision support, forecasting, business intelligence, research, and (data-intensive) science. Processing and analyzing big data (big analytics) is a major challenge since solutions must combine new data management techniques (to deal with new kinds of data) with large-scale parallel processing in computer clusters.

Parallel data processing has long been exploited in the context of database systems for highly structured data, i.e. represented using the relational data model. The fundamental principle behind database systems is data independence, which enables applications and users to share data at a high conceptual level while ignoring implementation details. It is this principle that yielded advanced capabilities such as high-level query languages such as SQL, schema and metadata management, access control, automatic query processing and optimization, transactions, efficient data structures and indexes, etc. In particular, it allows exploiting data parallelism through data partitioning to process large volumes of structured data, as for instance, in commercial data warehousing.

But big data encompasses different data formats (documents, sequences, graphs, arrays, …) that require significant extensions to traditional parallel database techniques. Data-intensive computing addresses this challenge in a way that is both scalable and fault-tolerant, by introducing new distributed file systems such as GFS and HDFS, new NoSQL database systems such as Bigtable and Hbase and new parallel programming frameworks such as MapReduce and Spark which provide powerful operators. Today, the major commercial DBMS companies (Oracle, IBM, Microsoft, …) have integrated these solutions into their offering to allow big data processing against both structured and unstructured data.

HPC applications are now also facing big data challenges, as they need to ingest more input data, e.g. from more powerful scientific instruments or sensor networks, and produce more output data for analysis, e.g. with smarter mathematical models and algorithms. Furthermore, analytics (i.e. the discovery of meaningful patterns and insights in data) becomes a newer, complementary big data market for HPC, with analytics methods applied to established HPC domains or high-end commercial
analytics pushing up into HPC.

While they share a number of similar challenges, data-intensive computing and HPC have major differences, particularly in terms of architectures (uniform storage versus hierarchical storage), file systems (few big files versus many smaller files), programming models (algebraic operators versus MPI), and programming languages (Java or Python versus C or C++).

Still, there are major opportunities for blending the two areas into data-intensive HPC, with the ability to solve bigger problems faster. In particular, applying the data independence principle to HPC could yield to smarter parallel file systems, with the ability to query metadata and use more efficient indexing techniques, and high-level parallel programming frameworks with efficient operators. On the other hand, introducing compute-centric techniques into data-intensive computing could yield better analytics, e.g. by supporting more complex machine learning models.

Data-intensive HPC brings also important challenges that will need cooperation from the data management and HPC communities. These challenges include data storage, data sharing, data movement, metadata management, parallel programming frameworks, tools for large-scale data integration and analysis, and data privacy.